
History/PS #315 

Re: JFK Slides 
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12. 

13. 

14. 

View of Dealey Plaza. Important to point out the tall buildings surrounding parts of 
the Plaza. Ideal for snipers./ 

JFK “neck” wound —The WC version/ as described by the Bethesda prosectors. 

JFK head shot This is WC version 

Body chart by prosectors. Notice where they place the “neck” wound 

Neck wound covered by tracheotomy performed by Dr. Malcolm Perry. Mention here 

that Perry and assiting Drs. Like Carrico who headed up the trauma rooms and the 

nurses in the room all called this a wound of entry. Tye first press conference of the 
JBJ administration was held in Dallas and Perry reported twice that it was a wound of 
entry w/ no contradictions from the other drs. 

DOX of location of JFK head wound. These are artist’s drawings for the HSCA in 
1978. 

DOX of location of head wound again 

DOX of JFK’s back wound. 

DOX of ibid. 

. Ad. Burkeley’s Death Certificate. He places the back wound at the third thoracic 
. vertebrae. Thoracic is chest not neck. Interestingly enough, the WC Report and the 26 

volumes do not have Burkeley’s death certificate as a document worthy of their 

JFK blood-smeared shirt (front) 

JFK’s blood-smeared shirt—(back) 

6" floor corner of the TSBDB. The so-called “sniper’s nest” Look at the low ledge 
under the windows. Check w/Brennan’s testimony about seeing the shooter 

who either sitting or standing according to Brennan. Brennan’s description is the one the 
police allegedly used to identify the shooter. 

15. 

16. 

Stockade of books behind wehich the rifle was hidden. 

Ibid. The rifle uncovered.



History/PS #315 

JFK Slides 

Re: Page Two 

17. The JFK tie (FBI version was that it was sliced in half by the exiting neck wound. 

18. JFK collar. Can you match up the slits that the FBI alleged were made by an exiting 
bullet. (Another explanation more probable) 

19. View of the base of CE # 399 

20. Picture of CE #399 and alsood base of the bullet. (more on this later)


